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Abstract—With widespread applications of artificial intelli-
gence (AI), the capabilities of the perception, understanding,
decision-making and control for autonomous systems have im-
proved significantly in the past years. When autonomous systems
consider the performance of accuracy and transferability simul-
taneously, several AI methods, like adversarial learning, rein-
forcement learning (RL) and meta-learning, show their powerful
performance. Here, we review the learning-based approaches
in autonomous systems from the perspectives of accuracy and
transferability. Accuracy means that a well-trained model shows
good results during the testing phase, in which the testing set
shares a same task or a data distribution with the training set.
Transferability means that when an trained model is transferred
to other testing domains, the accuracy is still good. Firstly, we
introduce some basic concepts of transfer learning and then
present some preliminaries of adversarial learning, RL and meta-
learning. Secondly, we focus on reviewing the accuracy and
transferability to show the advantages of adversarial learning,
like generative adversarial networks (GANs), in typical com-
puter vision tasks in autonomous systems, including image style
transfer, image super-resolution, image deblurring/dehazing/rain
removal, semantic segmentation, depth estimation and person re-
identification. Then, we further review the performance of RL
and meta-learning from the aspects of accuracy and transferabil-
ity in autonomous systems, involving robot navigation and robotic
manipulation. Finally, we discuss several challenges and future
topics for using adversarial learning, RL and meta-learning in
autonomous systems.
Index Terms—Autonomous systems, artificial intelligence,
transferability, deep learning, generative adversarial networks,
reinforcement learning, meta-learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence (AI) has been widely used in art,
government, healthcare, games and economics, due to its
powerful learning ability. Especially after the representative
AI algorithm AlphaGo defeated the world champion in Go
games [1], people have been paying more attention to AI.
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Understanding the behavior of AI agents is very important to
promote its technology [2]. With the rise of deep learning (DL)
algorithms, the upgrading of hardwares and the availability of
big data, AI technology has been making huge progress these
years [3]. Autonomous systems powered by AI, including
unmanned vehicles, robotic manipulators and drones, etc, have
been widely used in various industries and daily lives, such
as intelligent transportation [4], intelligent logistics [5] and
service robots [6], etc. However, due to the limitations of
current computer perception and decision-making technolo-
gies in terms of accuracy and transferability, autonomous
systems still have much room to be improved for complex
and intelligent tasks via technological development. Due to
the ability of DL to capture high-dimensional data features
[3], DL-based algorithms are widely used in the perception
and decision-making tasks of autonomous systems. There are
a number of typical perception and decision-making related
tasks for autonomous systems, such as image super-resolution
[7], [8], image deblurring/dehazing/rain removal [9], [10],
[11], semantic segmentation [12], [13], depth estimation [14],
[15], person re-identification [16], [17], robot navigation [18],
[19], and robotic manipulation [20], [21], etc. However, most
DL-based models have good accuracy and poor transferability,
i.e., they are usually effective in the testing dataset with the
same data distribution or task. When a well-trained model is
transferred to other datasets or real-world tasks, the accuracy
usually declines drastically, which means that the transferabil-
ity is poor, and thus the transferability has to be taken into
account for practical applications [22]. This issue results in
the fact that the current vision perception and decision-making
methods cannot be used directly in actual autonomous systems.
Transfer learning, especially domain adaptation, improves the
transferability of models between different domains, i.e., well-
trained models can achieve a good accuracy when applied to
other testing domains.
Recently, since adversarial learning, like generative adver-
sarial networks (GANs), has shown its promising results in
image generation, a number of GANs-based methods have
been proposed and achieved breakthroughs in the above com-
puter vision tasks [23], [24], [25], [26], etc. In the field of
AI, GANs have become more and more important due to
their powerful generation and domain adaptation capabilities
[27]. GANs have attracted increasing attention, since they
were proposed by Goodfellow et al. [28] in 2014. GAN
is a generative model that introduces adversarial learning
between the generator and the discriminator, in which the
generator creates data to deceive the discriminator, while the
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discriminator distinguishes whether its input comes from real
data or generated ones. The generator and discriminator are
iteratively optimized in the game, and finally reach the Nash
equilibrium [29]. In particular, when considering a well-trained
model for different data sets or real scenes, GANs can be
used for domain transfer tasks by virtue of their ability to
capture high-frequency features to generate sharp images [30].
Although some learning-based models mainly focus on the
aspect of accuracy [7], [12], [14], GANs have demonstrated
good accuracy and transferability for various complex image
fields in autonomous systems and other related fields, such
as text-to-image generation [31], [32], image style transfer
[23], [33], super-resolution [25], image deblurring [26], image
rain removal [34], [35], object detection [36], [37], semantic
segmentation [23], [38], [39], person re-identification [40], and
video generation [41], etc.
Meanwhile, as a powerful tool for decision-making and
control, reinforcement learning (RL) has been extensively
studied in recent years, because it is suitable for decision-
making tasks in complex environments [42], [43]. However,
RL is limited in action space and sample space, and it
generally works in discrete situation only. Moreover, when
the input data are high-dimensional such as images, sounds
and videos, it is difficult to solve the problem with RL.
With the help of deep neural networks, deep RL (DRL),
which combines the high-dimensional perceptual ability of
DL with the decision-making ability of RL, has achieved
promising results recently in various fields of application, such
as obstacle avoidance [44], [45], robot navigation [46], [47],
robotic manipulation [48], [49], video target tracking [50],
[51], games playing [52], [53], and drug testing [54], [55],
etc. However, DRL tends to require a large number of trials
and needs to specify a reward function to define a certain
task [56]. The former is time-consuming and the latter is
significantly difficult when training from scratch. In order to
tackle these problems, the idea of learn to learn, called meta-
learning emerged [57]. Compared with DRL, meta-learning
makes the learning methods more transferable and efficient by
keeping the previous experience to guide the learning of new
tasks across domains. Therefore, meta-learning performs well
in a variety of problems especially the environments of lacking
data, such as image recognition [58], classification [59], robot
navigation [60] and robotic control [61], etc.
With the development of DL, learning-based perception
and decision-making algorithms for autonomous systems have
become a hot research topic. There are some reviews on
autonomous systems, Tang et al. [62] introduced the appli-
cations of learning-based methods in perception and decision-
making for autonomous systems. Gui et al. [27] gave a detailed
overview of various GANs methods from the perspective
of algorithms, theories and applications. Arulkumaran [63]
detailed the core algorithms of DRL and the advantages of RL
for visual understanding tasks. Unlike previous surveys, we fo-
cus on reviewing learning-based approaches in the perception
and decision-making tasks of autonomous systems from the
perspectives of accuracy and transferability.
The organization of this review is arranged as follows.
Section II introduces transfer learning and its special case
TABLE I: Summary of abbreviations in this review
Abbreviation Full Name
AC actor-critic
AI artificial intelligence
cGANs conditional generative adversarial networks
CNNs convolutional neural networks
CycleGAN cycle-consistent adversarial network
DL deep learning
DNNs deep neural networks
DQN deep Q network
DRL deep reinforcement learning
GANs generative adversarial networks
GAIL generative adversarial imitation learning
HR high-resolution
IRL inverse reinforcement learning
LR low-resolution
LSTM long short-term memory
MAML model-agnostic meta-learning
re-ID re-identification
RL reinforcement learning
SR super-resolution
TCN temporal convolution network
in domain adaption. Then the basic concepts of adversarial
learning, RL and meta-learning are presented. In Section III,
we survey some recent developments by exploring various
learning-based approaches in autonomous systems, taking into
account both accuracy and transferability. In Section IV,
we summarize some trends and challenges for autonomous
systems. Conclusions are given in Section V. We summarize
the abbreviations in this review in Table I.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Learning-based methods are used in various perception and
decision-making tasks of autonomous systems, such as image
style transfer, super-resolution, image deblurring/dehazing/rain
removal, semantic segmentation, depth estimation, person re-
identification, robot navigation and robotic manipulation, etc.
However, most traditional learning-based methods usually
achieve good accuracy on the testing set with the same distri-
bution or the same task. In view of this point, transfer learning
is proposed and first introduced in this section, which aims to
make a well-trained model have good transferability, i.e., the
well-trained model can be transferred to other testing sets and
still have good accuracy. Then, we introduce several typical
learning-based methods focusing on improving accuracy or
transferability or both of them, including adversarial learning,
RL, and meta-learning. In the perception tasks of autonomous
systems, adversarial learning, like GANs, has capabilities of
good accuracy and transferability. In decision-making tasks of
autonomous systems, RL is often used. However, RL suffers
from poor transferability, and therefore meta-learning is used
in combination with RL to improve the transferability of the
model.
A. Transfer learning
Transfer learning. Transfer learning is a research topic
that aims to investigate the improvement of learners from
one target domain trained with more easily obtained data
from source domains [64]. In other words, the domains,
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tasks, and distributions used in training and testing could be
different. Therefore, transfer learning saves a great deal of time
and cost in labeling data when encountering various scenar-
ios of machine learning applications. According to different
situations between domains, source tasks and target tasks,
transfer learning can be categorized into three subsettings:
inductive transfer learning, transductive transfer learning and
unsupervised transfer learning [65]. In this review, we will put
emphasis on transductive transfer learning problem, where the
training and testing tasks are drawn from the different but
related distributions, that is, domain adaption [66].
Domain adaptation. As a special case of transfer learning,
the source and target domains of domain adaptation belong
to a single task and share the same feature spaces, while
the feature distributions are different [65]. Domain adapta-
tion leverages labeled data in the source domain to learn a
classifier for the target domain, where the target domain is
either fully unlabeled (unsupervised domain adaptation) or
has few labeled samples (semi-supervised domain adaptation)
[69]. Domain adaptation is promising for the transferability
of perception tasks of autonomous systems, because it is
efficient to reduce the domain shift among different data
sets, arising from synthetic and real images [70], different
weather conditions [71], different lighting conditions [72],
and different seasons [73], etc. Domain adaptation for visual
applications includes shallow and deep methods [30]. There
are some results studying shallow domain adaptive methods,
which mainly include homogeneous domain adaptation and
heterogeneous domain adaptation, according to whether the
source data and target data have the same representation [74],
[75], [76], etc. Readers who want to learn more about shallow
domain adaptation methods are referred to [30], [77] and the
references therein. In this review, we mainly focus on deep
domain adaptation methods, including traditional DL [74],
[78], [79] and adversarial learning [80], [81], [82].
B. Adversarial learning
Generative adversarial networks. As a powerful learning-
based method for computer vision tasks, adversarial learning
not only improves the accuracy, but also helps improve the
transferability of the model by reduce the differences between
the training and testing domain distributions [80]. generative
adversarial networks (GANs) are typical models that use
adversarial ideas to generate tasks. GANs, as the name implies,
are architectures that use adversarial learning methods for
generative tasks [27]. The framework includes two models,
a generator G and a discriminator D, as shown in Fig. 1. G
captures the prior noise distribution pz(z) to generate fake data
G(z), and D outputs a single scalar to characterize whether the
sample comes from training data x or generated data G(z).
G and D play against each other, promote each other, and
finally reach the Nash equilibrium [29]. G and D focus on a
two-player minimax game with the value function V (G,D):
min
G
max
D
V (G,D) =Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x)]
+ Ez∼pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))],
(1)
where V (G,D) is a binary cross-entropy function, which aims
to let D classify real or fake samples. In Eq. (1), D tries to
maximize its output, G tries to minimize its output, and the
game ends at a saddle point [29].
Conditional generative adversarial networks. In the orig-
inal generative model, since the prior comes from the noise
distribution pz(z), the mode of the generated data cannot be
controlled [29]. Mirza et al. [68] then proposed conditional
generative adversarial networks (cGANs), in which some extra
information y is fed to the generator and discriminator in the
model, such that the data generation process can be guided,
as shown in Fig. 1. Note that y can be class labels or any
other kind of auxiliary information. Compared with (1), the
objective function of cGAN is as follows:
min
G
max
D
V (G,D) =Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x|y)]
+ Ez∼pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z|y)))].
(2)
Cycle-consistent adversarial network. Unlike models tai-
lored for specific tasks, like GANs and cGANs, cycle-
consistent adversarial network (CycleGAN) uses a unified
framework for various image tasks, which makes the frame-
work simple and effective [23]. Zhu et al. [23] proposed Cy-
cleGAN to learn image translation between the source domain
X and the target domain Y with unpaired training examples
{xi}Ni=1 ∈ X and {yj}Mj=1 ∈ Y , in which N , M represent
the total number of samples in the source and target domains,
as shown in Fig. 1. The framework includes two generators
G : X → Y and F : Y → X , and two discriminators DX and
DY , where DX distinguishes between images x and translated
images F (y), similarly, DY distinguishes between images y
and translated images G(x). The output of the mapping G is
yˆ = G(x), and the output of the mapping F is xˆ = F (y). They
express the adversarial loss for the generator G : X → Y and
the discriminator DY as follows:
LGAN (G,DY , X, Y ) =Ey∼pdata(y)[logDY (y)]
+ Ex∼pdata(x)[log(1−DY (G(x))].
(3)
They similarly define the adversarial loss for the generator F :
Y → X and the discriminator DX as LGAN (F,DX , Y,X).
Based on the adversarial loss, they proposed a cycle consis-
tency loss to encourage F (G(x)) ≈ x and G(F (y)) ≈ y. The
cycle consistency loss is expressed as:
Lcyc(G,F ) =Ex∼pdata(x)[‖F (G(x))− x‖1]
+ Ey∼pdata(y)[‖G(F (y))− y‖1].
(4)
The full objective of CycleGAN is:
min
G,F
max
DX ,DY
L(G,F,DX , DY ) =LGAN (G,DY , X, Y )
+ LGAN (F,DX , Y,X)
+ λLcyc(G,F ),
(5)
where λ is a hyperparameter used to control the relative
importance of the adversarial loss and the cycle consistency
loss.
As a powerful generative model, many variants of GANs
were presented by modifying loss functions or network ar-
chitectures and they were used for various computer vision
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(a) GAN; (b) cGAN;
(c) CycleGAN.
Fig. 1: Generative adversarial networks and several typical variants. (a). Generative adversarial networks [67]; (b). Conditional
generative adversarial networks [68]; (c). Cycle-Consistent adversarial networks [23].
tasks. In this review, we mainly focus on the problem of scene
transfer and task transfer in autonomous systems using GANs,
including image style transfer, image super-resolution, im-
age denoising/dehazing/rain removal, semantic segmentation,
depth estimation, and person re-identification.
C. Reinforcement learning
Reinforcement learning (RL) is the problem faced by an
agent that learns behavior through trial-and-error interactions
in a dynamic environment [83]. In the RL framework, an agent
interacts with the environment to choose the action in the state
of a given environment in order to maximize its long-term
reward [84]. When the given environment changes or training
data are insufficient, chances are that RL methods need to
train the model starting from the scratch, which is inefficient
and inaccurate. RL algorithms can be classified into two kinds,
model-based and model-free algorithms [85]. Model-based RL
is to learn a transition model that allows the environment to
be simulated without directly interacting with the environ-
ment [63]. Model-based methods include guided policy search
(GPS) [48], and model-based value expansion (MBVE) [86],
etc. However, model-free RL uses the experience of states
and environments directly to generate actions [87]. Model-
free methods include deep Q network (DQN) [88], deep deter-
ministic policy gradient (DDPG) method [89], dynamic policy
programming (DPP) method [90] and asynchronous advantage
actor-critic (A3C) method [60], etc. Model-free algorithms can
learn complex tasks but tend to be inefficient in sampling,
while model-based algorithms are more efficient in sampling,
but usually have difficulty in scaling to complicated tasks
[46]. With further research on the application of RL methods,
several problems occur that model-based algorithms are no
longer applicable to more complex tasks, while model-free
algorithms need more training data. Therefore, RL methods
are limited when generalizing to different tasks and domains
[46]. In this review, we mainly focus on several modifications
on RL methods, such as amending the network structure [91],
[92] and optimizing the way of training [93], [94], in order to
equip the model to learn the new tasks accurately in the same
domain or transferably across domains, which means that the
transferability can be enhanced.
D. Meta-learning
Meta-learning, or “learning to learn”, “learn how to learn”,
i.e., using previous knowledge and experience to guide the
learning of new tasks in order to equip the model to learn
across domains [95]. The goal of meta-learning is to train
a model that can quickly adapt to a new task using only a
few datapoints and training iterations [59]. Similar to transfer
learning, meta-learning improves the learner’s generalization
ability in multi-task. However, unlike transfer learning, meta-
learning focuses on the sampling of both data and tasks.
Therefore, meta-learning models are trained by being exposed
to a large number of tasks when encountering new tasks,
which qualifies them to learn new cross-domain tasks from few
data settings. The methods for meta-learning can be divided
into three categories: recurrent models, metric learning and
learning optimizers [96].
Recurrent models are trained by various methods, such as
long short-term memory (LSTM) [97] and temporal convolu-
tion network (TCN) [98], to acquire the dataset sequentially
and then process new inputs from the task. LSTM [97]
processes data sequentially and figures out its own learning
strategy from the scratch. Moreover, TCN [98] uses convolu-
tion structures to capture long-range temporal patterns, whose
framework is simpler and more accurate than LSTM.
Metric learning is a way to calculate the similarity between
two targets from different tasks. For a specific task, the
input target is classified into a target category with large
similarity judging from a metric distance function [99]. It
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has been widely used for few-shot learning [100], during
which, the data belong to a large number of categories, some
categories are unknown at the stage of training and the training
samples of each category are particularly small [101]. These
characteristics are consistent with the characteristics of meta-
learning. There are four sorts of typical networks proposed for
metric learning, siamese network [102], prototypical network
[96], matching network [103] and relation network [104].
Learning an optimizer, that is, one meta-learner learns how
to update the learner so that the learner can learn the task
efficiently [105]. This method has been extensively studied
to obtain better optimization results of neural networks. RL
[106] and imitation learning [61] can be combined with meta-
learning to learn new policies effectively or adapt to new
tasks quickly. Model-agnostic meta-learning (MAML) [59]
is a representative and popular meta-learning optimization
method, which uses stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [107]
to update. It adapts quickly to new tasks due to no assumptions
made about the form of the model and no extra parame-
ters introduced for meta-learning. MAML includes a base-
model learner and a meta-learner. Each base-model learner
learns a specific task and the meta-learner learns the average
performance θ of multiple specific tasks as the initialization
parameters of one new task [59]. From Fig. 2, the model is
represented by a parametrized function fθ with the parameter
θ. When adapting to a new task Ti that is drawn from a
distribution over tasks p(T ), the model’s parameter is updated
to θ′i. θ
′
i is computed by one or more gradient descent updates
on task Ti. Moreover, LT i represents the loss function for task
Ti and the step size α is regarded as a hyperparameter. For
example, we consider one gradient update on task Ti,
θ′i = θ − α∇θLTi (fθ) . (6)
The model parameters are trained by optimizing for the
performance of a parametrized function fθ′i with parameter
θ′i, corresponding to the following problem:
min
θ
∑
Ti∼p(T )
LTi(fθ′i) =
∑
Ti∼p(T )
LTi(fθ−α∇θLTi (fθ)). (7)
Fig. 2: Diagram of the MAML algorithm, which optimizes for
a representation θ that can quickly adapt to new tasks [59].
When extending MAML to the imitation learning setting,
the model’s input, ot, is the agent’s observation sampled at
time t, whereas the output at is the agent’s action taken at
time t. The demonstration trajectory can be represented as
τ := {o1,a1, . . .oT ,aT }, using a mean squared error loss as
a function of policy parameters φ as follows:
LTi (fφ) =
∑
τ(j)∼Ti
∑
t
∥∥∥fφ (o(j)t )− a(j)t ∥∥∥2
2
. (8)
During meta-training, several demonstrations are sampled as
training tasks. The demonstrations help to compute θ′i for each
task Ti using gradient descent with Eq. (6) and to compute the
gradient of the meta-objective by using Eq. (7) with the loss in
Eq. (8). During meta-testing, we consider using only a single
demonstration as a new task T , updating with SGD. Therefore,
the model is updated to acquire a policy for that task [108].
E. The relationship between adversarial learning, RL and
meta-learning
RL [109] is a method to describe and solve the problem
that agents learn policies to achieve the maximum returns
or specific goals in the interactions with the environment.
Pfau et al. [110] discussed the connection between GANs
and actor-critic (AC) methods. AC is a kind of RL methods
that learns the policy and value function simultaneously. To
be specific, the actor network chooses the proper action in a
continuous action space, while the critic network implements
a single-step-update, which improves the learning efficiency
[111]. Pfau et al. argued that GANs can be viewed as an
AC approach in an environment where actors cannot influence
rewards. RL and GANs are integrated for various tasks, such
as real-time point cloud shape completion [112] and image
synthesis [113], etc.
In the field of RL, using the cost function to understand the
underlying behavior is called inverse reinforcement learning
(IRL) [114]. The policy distribution in the IRL can be regarded
as the data distribution of the generator in GANs, and the
reward in the IRL can be regarded as the discriminator in
GANs. However, IRL learns the cost function to explain expert
behavior, but cannot directly tell the learner how to take action,
which leads to high running costs. Ho et al. [115] proposed
generative adversarial imitation learning (GAIL), combining
GANs with imitation learning, which employs GANs to fit
the states and actions distributions that define expert behavior.
GAIL significantly improves the performance in large-scale
and high-dimensional planning problems [116].
Introducing meta-learning methods to RL methods is called
meta-RL [117], which equips the model to solve new problems
more efficiently by utilizing the experience from prior tasks.
A meta-RL model is trained over a distribution of different
but related tasks, and during testing, it is able to learn to
solve a new task quickly by developing a new RL algorithm
[118]. There are several meta-RL algorithms that utilize the
past experience to achieve good performance on new tasks, for
example, MAML [59] and Reptile [119] are typical methods
on updating model parameters and optimizing model weights;
MAESN (model agnostic exploration with structured noise)
[120] can learn structured action noise from prior experience;
EPG (evolved policy gradient) [121] defines the policy gra-
dient loss function as a temporal convolution over the past
experience. Moreover, when dealing with unlabeled training
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data, unsupervised meta-RL methods [122] effectively acquire
accelerated RL procedures without the need for manual task
design, such as collecting data and labeling data, etc. There-
fore, both supervised and unsupervised meta-RL can transfer
previous tasks information to new tasks across domains.
III. AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS MEET
ACCURACY & TRANSFERABILITY
Computer vision tasks are critical to autonomous systems.
Currently, there are a variety of learning-based methods for
perception and decision-making tasks. As mentioned at the
beginning of Section II, most traditional learning-based meth-
ods show good accuracy in the same data distribution or
tasks, but suffer from poor transferability, i.e., when con-
sidering the application of a well-trained model to differ-
ent scenarios, its accuracy often decreases heavily. This is
due to the obvious domain gap between different data sets.
Therefore, domain adaptation between different domains is
very important for autonomous systems. In this section, we
mainly focus on learning-based methods in the perception
and decision-making tasks of autonomous systems, from the
perspectives of accuracy and transferability, like style transfer,
super-resolution, denoising/dehazing/rain removal, semantic
segmentation, depth estimation, other geometry information
(surface normal and optical flow), person re-identification,
robot navigation and robotic manipulation in autonomous
systems. We summarize some typical computer vision tasks
and robot control tasks in autonomous systems in Table II and
Table III, including their supervision methods, loss functions,
learning methods and experiment platforms, etc. As shown in
Table II, the supervision method of some computer vision tasks
gradually changes from supervised to unsupervised, and their
loss function changes from accuracy to transferability between
domains. Table III in subsection III-G indicates that, as for
robot control tasks, stable and informative simulation and
practice platforms will help to accurately transfer information
across domains.
A. Image style transfer
Images can be well transferred between different styles,
which is conducive to the perception and decision-making
algorithms of autonomous systems applicable to various sce-
narios. For autonomous systems, it is inevitably to face the
problem of the image style transfer arising from seasonal
conversion [73], varying weather conditions [71] or day con-
version [72]. In particular, it is more challenging and inter-
esting to consider transferring training data for night to day,
rainy to sunny, or winter to summer, since most autonomous
systems have a better ability to perceive under good lighting
or weather condition than some harsh environments. The task
of image style transfer is to change the content of the source
domain image to the target domain one, while ensuring that the
style is consistent with the target domain [123]. In addition,
style transfer, as an interesting data augmentation strategy, can
extend the range of lighting and weather changes, and thus
further improving the transferability of the model [156]. As
well, using the image style transfer algorithm to achieve the
transfer from the simulated environment to the real-world is
very useful for semantic segmentation, robot navigation and
grasping tasks, because training directly in real-world may lead
to higher experimental costs due to some possible damages to
hardwares [156]. Traditional methods to achieve style transfer
mainly rely on non-parametric techniques to manipulate the
pixels of the image like [157], [158], etc. Although traditional
methods have achieved good results in style transfer, they are
limited to using only low-level features of the image for texture
transfer, but not semantic transfer [159].
Traditional DL-based style transfer. Convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) have been used in image style transfer,
since they have achieved fantastic results in numerous visual
perception areas. Gatys et al. [123] first proposed to utilize
CNNs (pre-trained VGG-Networks) to separate content and
style from natural images, and then combined the content
of one image with the style of another into a new image
to achieve an artistic style transfer. This work opened up a
new viewpoint for style transfer using deep neural networks
(DNNs). To reduce the computational burden, Johnson et al.
[124] proposed to use the perceptual loss instead of the per-
pixel loss for image style transfer tasks. This method achieves
similar results to [123], while it is three orders of magnitude
faster. In addition, Chen et al. [160] presented a stereo neural
style conversion that can be used in emerging technologies
such as 3D movies or VR. This method seems promising for
improving the perception accuracy of autonomous systems in
unmanned scenes, because the transferred results contain more
stereo information in the scene.
GANs-based style transfer. Traditional CNNs-based meth-
ods minimize the Euclidean distance between predicted pixels
and ground truth pixels, which may create single and blurry
results [33]. GANs can be used for image style transfer,
which can produce more diverse and realistic images [33].
Isola et al. [33] used cGANs to image style transfer, and the
experimental results showed that cGANs (with L1 loss) not
only has satisfactory results for style transfer task, but also can
produce reasonable results for a wide variety of problems like
semantic segmentation and background removal. However,
this method requires paired image samples, which is often
difficult to implement in practice. By considering this issue,
Zhu et al. [23] proposed CycleGAN to learn image translation
between domains with unpaired examples, as shown in Fig.
3. As mentioned in Section II, the framework of CycleGAN
includes two generators and two discriminators to achieve
mutual translation between the source and the target domain.
The main insight of CycleGAN is to preserve the key attributes
between the input and the translated image by using a cycle
consistency loss. At the same time, DiscoGAN [161] and
DualGAN [162] were presented to adopt similar cycle consis-
tency ideas to achieve an image transfer task across domains.
In order to improve CycleGAN from the aspect of semantic
information alignment at the feature-level, Hoffman et al.
[73] proposed CyCADA by combining domain adaptation
and cycle-consistent adversarial, which uniformly considers
feature-level and pixel-level adversarial domain adaptation and
cycle-consistency constraints. CyCADA has achieved satisfac-
tory results in some challenging tasks, like from synthesis to
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TABLE II: Summary of methods for computer visual tasks in autonomous systems
Year Reference Task Multi-task GANs-based Supervision1 Loss2
2015 Gatys et al. [123] Style transfer Supervised C
2016 Johnson et al. [124] Style transfer
√
Supervised B
2017 Pix2Pix [33] Style transfer
√ √
Supervised A, E
2017 CycleGAN [23] Style transfer
√ √
Unsupervised A, D
2019 DLOW [125] Style transfer
√ √
Unsupervised A, D
2019 INIT [126] Style transfer
√
Unsupervised A, C
2014 SRCNN [7] Super-resolution Supervised F
2015 SRCNN [8] Super-resolution Supervised F
2016 FSRCNN [127] Super-resolution Supervised F
2016 Johnson et al. [124] Super-resolution
√
Supervised B
2017 SRGAN [25] Super-resolution
√
Supervised A, F
2017 EnhanceNet [128] Super-resolution
√
Supervised A, B, F
2018 ZSSR [129] Super-resolution Unsupervised E
2018 ESRGAN [130] Super-resolution
√
Supervised A, B, E
2018 CinCGAN [131] Super-resolution
√
Unsupervised A, D, F
2019 Soh et al. [132] Super-resolution
√
Supervised A, C, F
2020 Gong et al. [133] Super-resolution
√
Unsupervised A, D, E
2018 DeblurGAN [26] Image deblurring
√
Supervised A, B
2019 DeblurGAN-v2 [134] Image deblurring
√
Supervised A, E, F
2019 Dr-Net [135] Image deblurring
√
Supervised A, E
2018 Li et al. [136] Image dehazing
√
Supervised A, B, E
2018 Cycle-Dehaze [137] Image dehazing
√
Unsupervised A, D
2019 Kim et al. [138] Image dehazing
√
Supervised A, D, E, F
2019 CDNet [139] Image dehazing
√
Unsupervised A, D
2020 Sharma et al. [140] Image dehazing
√
Supervised A, B, E, F
2018 Qian et al. [34] Image rain removal
√
Supervised A, B, F
2019 Li et al. [141] Image rain removal
√
Supervised A, B, F
2019 ID-CGAN [35] Image rain removal
√
Supervised A, B, E
2020 AI-GAN [142] Image rain removal
√
Supervised A, F
2016 Hoffman et al. [70] Semantic segmentation Unsupervised F, G
2017 SegNet [13] Semantic segmentation Supervised F
2017 Mask R-CNN [143] Instance segmentation Supervised F
2017 CyCADA [73] Semantic segmentation
√
Unsupervised A, D, F
2018 FCAN [144] Semantic segmentation
√
Unsupervised A, F
2018 Hu et al. [145] Instance segmentation Partially supervised F
2018 Hong et al. [38] Semantic segmentation
√
Unsupervised A, F, G
2019 CrDoCo [146] Semantic segmentation
√ √
Unsupervised A, C, D, F
2019 CLAN [147] Semantic segmentation
√
Unsupervised A, F
2019 Li et al. [148] Semantic segmentation
√
Self-supervised A, B, C, F
2020 Erkent et al. [149] Semantic segmentation
√
Unsupervised A, F
2014 Eigen et al. [14] Depth estimation Supervised F
2015 Eigen et al. [15] Depth estimation
√
Supervised F
2015 Liu et al. [150] Depth estimation Supervised F
2018 Atapour-Abarghouei et al. [24] Depth estimation
√
Supervised A, C
2019 ASM [151] Depth estimation
√
Supervised F
2019 CrDoCo [146] Depth estimation
√ √
Unsupervised A, C, D, F
2019 GASDA [152] Depth estimation
√
Unsupervised A, D, F
2020 ARC [153] Depth estimation
√
Supervised A, B, C, D, F
2018 SPGAN [40] Person re-ID
√
Unsupervised A, D, F
2018 CamStyle [154] Person re-ID
√
Unsupervised A, D, F
2019 ATNet [155] Person re-ID
√
Unsupervised A, D, F
1 For models that do not explicitly state whether they are supervised in the references, this review considers models that require paired images
as supervised and models that do not require paired images as unsupervised.
2 We classify the loss function into several classes. “A” represents GAN loss. “B” represents perceptual loss. “C” represents reconstruction
loss. “D” represents cycle consistency loss. “E” represents pixel-wise loss. “F” represents specific task loss like depth loss, semantic loss,
etc. “G” represents domain transfer loss like domain adversarial loss and domain classifier loss, etc.
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(a) Results of instance-level day→night translation. The first row shows the input images, and the second
row shows output images;
(b) Results of seasonal conversion.
Fig. 3: Generative adversarial networks for image style transfer. (a). Results of instance-level day→night translation [126]; (b).
Results of seasonal conversion [23].
practical conversion and seasonal conversion, which is very
important for the generalization of autonomous systems. It
was shown that CyCADA has a better transferability than
the original CycleGAN model. Since these methods, like
CycleGAN and CyCADA, can only realize the translation
between two domains, different models should be trained for
each pair of domains in the case of handling multiple domains
translation tasks, which limits their wide applications. By
considering this point, Choi et al. [163] proposed StarGAN to
perform image translations for multiple domains using a single
generator and a discriminator. StarGAN takes both the image
and its domain label as input, and learn to transfer the input
image into the corresponding target domain. In order to further
improve the existing adaptive image style transfer methods,
Gong et al. [125] proposed a domain flow generation (DLOW)
model, which generates a series of intermediate domains to
bridge two different domains. This method may be helpful for
gradual changes, such as day or season, because it can generate
a continuous sequence of intermediate samples ranging from
the source to target samples. Recent image translation tasks
focused on semantic consistency of images instead in image
style and content. Royer et al. [164] proposed XGAN, which is
an unsupervised semantic style transfer task for many-to-many
mapping. Royer et al. used domain adaptation techniques to
constrain the shared embedding and proposed a semantic con-
sistency loss as a form of self-supervision to act on two domain
translations. This method has a good generalization effect
when there is a large domain shift between the two domains.
In addition, in order to obtain a fine-grained local information
of images, Shen et al. [126] proposed instance-aware image-
to-image translation approach (INIT), which applies instance
and global styles to the target image spatially, as shown in
Fig. 3. Similarly, the image style transfer was considered at
the instance level in [165], [166].
B. Super-resolution
Super-resolution (SR) is a challenging visual perception task
to generate high-resolution (HR) images from low-resolution
(LR) image inputs [167]. SR is crucial to understand the envi-
ronment at high-level for autonomous systems. For example,
SR is helpful to construct dense map. In this subsection, we
will first discuss the recent developments in SR by focusing
on accuracy. Then, we will summarize the new development
in SR by considering transferability.
There are a number of methods dedicated to improve image
quality, such as single image interpolation [168] and image
restoration [169]. It is worthy pointing out that they are
different from SR. On the one hand, single image interpo-
lation usually cannot restore high-frequency details [168]. In
addition, image restoration often uses method, like image
sharpening, in which the input image and output image remain
the same size, although the output quality can be improved
[169]. SR does not only improve the output quality, but
also increases the number of pixels per unit area, i.e., the
size of image increases [167]. Recently, a large number of
SR methods have been proposed, such as interpolation-based
methods [170] and reconstruction-based methods [171], etc.
Farsiu et al. [172] introduced the advances and challenges of
traditional methods for SR.
Traditional DL-based SR. There are some results studying
traditional DL-based methods without adversarial learning for
SR, which are mainly CNN-based. Dong et al. [7] considered
using CNNs to handle SR tasks in an end-to-end manner. They
presented the super-resolution convolutional neural network
(SRCNN), which has little extra pre/post-processing beyond
optimization. In addition, they confirmed that DL provides
a better quality and speed for SR than the sparse coding
method [173] and the K-SVD-based method [174], while
SRCNN only uses information on the luminance channel.
Dong et al. [8] then extended SRCNN to process three color
channels simultaneously to improve the accuracy of SR results.
Considering the poor real-time performance of SRCNN, Dong
et al. utilized a compact hourglass-shape CNN structure to
accelerate the current SRCNN [127]. In fact, most learning-
based SR methods use the per-pixel loss between the output
image and the ground-truth image [7], [8]. Johnson et al.
[124] considered the use of perceptual loss to achieve a
better SR, which is able to better reconstruct details than the
per-pixel loss. Note that the above mentioned SR methods
often rely on specific training data. When there are non-
ideal imaging conditions due to noise or compression artifacts,
the above methods usually fail to provide good SR results.
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Therefore, Shocher et al. [129] considered “Zero-Shot” SR
(ZSSR), which does not rely on prior training. To the best
of our knowledge, ZSSR is the first unsupervised CNN-based
SR method, which achieves reasonable SR results in some
complex or unknown imaging conditions. Due to the lack of
recurrence of blurry LR images, ZSSR is less effective for
SR, when facing very blurry LR images. By taking into this
issue, Zhang et al. [175] proposed a deep plug-and-play SR
framework for LR images with arbitrary blur kernels. This
modified framework is flexible and effective to deal with very
blurry LR images. Recent trends in SR also included SR for
stereo images [176] and 3D appearance [177].
GANs-based SR. In addition to the traditional DL-based
SR methods, GANs show their promising results in SR. The
use of GANs for SR has the advantage of bringing the
generated results closer to the natural image manifold, which
may improve the accuracy of the result [25]. The representative
work on GANs-based SR (SRGAN) was presented by Ledig et
al. [25], which combines a content loss with an adversarial loss
by training GANs. This method is capable of reconstructing
photo-realistic natural images for a 4× upscaling factors.
Although the SRGAN achieves good SR results, the local
matching of texture statistics is not considered, which may
restrict the improvement of the SR results to some extent. By
considering this point, Sajjadi et al. [128] focused on creating
realistic textures to achieve SR. They proposed EnhanceNet,
which combines adversarial training, perceptual loss, and a
newly proposed texture transfer loss to achieve high-resolution
results with realistic textures. In order to further improve the
accuracy of SRGAN, Wang et al. [130] extended SRGAN to
ESRGAN by introducing residual-in-residual dense block and
improving the discriminator and a perceptual loss. ESRGAN
consistently has a better visual quality and natural texture than
[25], as shown in Fig. 4.
HR images are conducive to improving the accuracy of per-
ception tasks in autonomous systems. In autonomous systems,
more complicated situations may be encountered, such as HR
datasets are unavailable or the input LR images are noisy and
blurry, which means that SR cannot be achieved with paired
data. Inspired by the cycle consistency of CycleGAN, Yuan et
al. [131] tackled these issues with a Cycle-in-Cycle network
(CinCGAN), which consists of two CycleGANs. The first
CycleGAN maps LR images to the clean LR space, in which
the proper denoising/deblurring processing is implemented on
the original LR input. Then they stacked another well-trained
deep model to up-sample the intermediate results to the desired
size. Finally, they used adversarial learning to fine-tune the
network in an end-to-end manner. The second CycleGAN
contains the first one to achieve the purpose of mapping from
the original LR to the HR. CinCGAN achieves comparable
results to the supervised method [127]. Most SR methods
trained on synthetic datasets are not effective in the real-world.
SRGAN and EnhanceNet increase the perceptual quality by
enhancing textures, which often produce fake details and
unnatural artifacts. Soh et al. [132] focused on the naturalness
of the results to reconstruct realistic HR images. Further
considering the transferability of the model, in order to solve
the domain shift between synthetic data and real-world data,
Gong et al. [133] proposed to further minimize the domain
gap by aligning the feature distribution while achieving SR.
Specifically, they proposed a method to learn real-world SR
images from a set of unpaired LR and HR images, which
achieves satisfactory SR results on both paired and unpaired
datasets. It is difficult to directly extend the image SR methods
to the video SR. Recent developments included using the same
framework to implement image SR and video SR [178], and
real-time video SR using GANs [179].
C. Image deblurring & Image dehazing & Image rain removal
Autonomous systems often encounter poor weather condi-
tions, such as rain and fog, etc. There also exist blurry images
due to poor shooting conditions or fast moving objects. It is
well-recognized that the accuracy of computer vision tasks
heavily depends on the quality of input images. Hence, it is
of great importance to study image deblurring/dehazing/rain
removal for autonomous systems, which make the high-level
understanding tasks like semantic segmentation and depth
estimation possible in practical applications of autonomous
systems. When adversarial learning, like GANs, is used for
image deblurring/dehazing/rain removal tasks, it can not only
generate realistic images to improve the accuracy of image
recovery, but also improve the transferability of the models, by
considering the transfer from synthetic datasets to real-world
images.
Image deblurring. Image blur is widely observed in au-
tonomous systems, which heavily affects the understanding
of the surroundings. In order to tackle the problem of image
deblurring, several traditional DL-based methods without ad-
versarial learning have been proposed successively [9], [180],
[181]. Considering the convincing performance of GANs in
preserving image textures and creating realistic images, as well
as inspired by image-to-image translation with GANs, Kupyn
et al. [26] regarded image deblurring as a special image-to-
image translation task. They proposed DeblurGAN, which is
an end-to-end deblurring learning method based on cGANs.
This method considers both accuracy and transferability, i.e.,
DeblurGAN improves deblurring results and it is 5 times
faster than [181] for both synthetic and real-world blurry
images. Then Kupyn et al. [134] futher improved DeblurGAN
by adding a feature pyramid network to G and adopting a
double-scale D, which is called DeblurGAN-v2. DeblurGAN-
v2 achieves better accuracy than DeblurGAN while being
10 ∼ 100 times faster than competitors, which will make
it applicable to real-time video deblurring, as shown in Fig.
4. Recently, Aljadaany et al. [135] presented Dr-Net, which
combines douglas-rachford iterations and Wasserstein-GAN
[182] to solve image deblurring without knowing the specific
blurring kernel. In addition, Lu et al. [183] extracted the con-
tent and blur features separately from blurred images to encode
the blur features accurately into the deblurring framework.
They also utilized the cycle-consistency loss to preserve the
content structure of the original image. Considering that stereo
cameras are more commonly used in unmanned aerial vehicles,
Zhou et al. [184] focused the research on the deblurring of
stereo images.
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(a) The super-resolution results; (b) Image deblurring results;
(c) Image dehazing results; (d) Image rain removal results.
Fig. 4: Generative adversarial networks for SR and Image deblurring/dehazing/rain removal. (a). The super-resolution results of
×4 for SRGAN, ESRGAN and the ground-truth [130]; (b). Image deblurring results [134]; (c). Image dehazing results [139];
(d). Image rain removal results [34].
Image dehazing. Haze is a typical weather phenomenon
with poor visibility, which forms a major obstacle for computer
vision applications. Image dehazing is designed to recover
clear scene reflections, atmospheric light colors, and transmis-
sion maps from input images [137]. In recent years, a series of
learning-based image dehazing methods have been proposed
[10], [185], [186]. Although these methods do not require prior
information, their dependence on parameters and models may
severely cause an impact on the quality of dehazing images.
In order to reduce the effects of intermediate parameters on
the model, and to establish an image dehazing method with
good transferability, a series of GAN-based methods have been
proposed for image dehazing. Li et al. [136] tackled the image
dehazing based on cGAN. Different from the basic cGAN,
the generator in this method includes an encoder and decoder
architecture, which helps the generator to capture more useful
features to generate realistic results. The addition of cGAN
makes the method in [136] achieve ideal results on both
synthetic datasets and real-world hazy images. Considering
the transferability of different scenarios and datasets, as well
as independent of paired images, Engin et al. [137] proposed
Cycle-Dehaze network by utilizing CycleGAN. This approach
adds the cyclic perception-consistency loss and the cycle-
consistency loss, thereby achieving image dehazing across data
sets with unpaired images. Similar bidirectional GANs for
dehazing have also been studied in [138]. It is difficult for
Cycle-Dehaze network to reconstruct real scene information
without color distortion. Therefore, Dudhane et al. [139]
proposed the cycle-consistent generative adversarial network
(CDNet), which utilized the optical model to find the haze
distribution from the depth information. CDNet ensures that
the fog-free scene is obtained without color distortion. The
image dehazing results of Cycle-Dehaze and CDNet are
shown in Fig. 4. Most image dehazing methods only consider
objects at the same scale-space, which will make dehazed
images suffer from blurriness and halo artifacts. Sharma et al.
[140] considered improving the accuracy and transferability
of image dehazing, and presented an approach, which can
remove haze based on per-pixel difference between Laplacians
of Gaussian (LoG) of hazed images and original haze-free
images at a scale-space. The model showed compelling results
from simulated data sets to real-world maps, from indoor to
outdoor. Recent developments in image dehazing also included
targeting different channels, such as color channel [187], dark
channel [188], and multi-scale networks [189].
Image rain removal. Image rain removal is a challenging
task, because the size, number and shape of raindrops are
usually uncertain and difficult to learn. A number of methods
have been proposed for image rain removal, but most of them
require stereo image pairs [190], image sequences [191], or
motion-based images [192]. Eigen et al. [11] proposed a single
image rain removal method, which is limited to dealing with
relatively sparse and small raindrops.
In order to improve the accuracy of the image rain removal
results, consider the outstanding performance of GANs in
the image inpainting or completion problems, a series of
GAN-based methods have been used for image rain removal.
Qian et al. [34] tackled the heavy raindrop removal from a
single image using an attentive GAN. This method uses an
attention map in both the generator and the discriminator.
The generator produces an attention map through an attention-
recurrent network and generates a raindrop-free image together
with the input image. The discriminator evaluates the validity
of the generation both globally and locally. The rain removal
results of [11] and [34] are shown in Fig. 4. Nevertheless,
this method is not suitable for torrential rain removal and is
limited to raindrop removal. Considering heavy rain weather,
strongly visible streaks or dense rain accumulations make the
scene less visible and considering the transferability from the
synthetic datasets to the real-world images. Li et al. [141] con-
sidered the heavy rain situation and introduced an integrated
two-stage CNN, which is able to remove rain streaks and
rain accumulation simultaneously. In the first physics-based
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stage, a streak-aware decomposition module was proposed to
decompose entangled rain streaks and rain accumulation to
extract joint features. The second refinement stage utilized a
cGAN that inputs the reconstructed map of the previous level
and generates the final clean image. This method considered
the transferability between the synthetic datasets and real-
world images, and has achieved convincing results in both
synthetic and real heavy rain scenarios. In order to improve
the stability of GANs and reduce artifacts introduced by GANs
in the output images, Zhang et al. [35] proposed an image
de-raining conditional generative adversarial network (ID-
CGAN), which uses a multi-scale discriminator to leverage
features from different scales to determine whether the de-
rained image are from real data or generated ones. ID-CGAN
has obtained satisfactory image rain removal results on both
the synthetic dataset and real-world images. Jin et al. [142]
considered that existing methods may cause over-smoothing in
derained images, and therefore they solved the problem from
the perspective of feature disentanglement. They introduced an
asynchronous interactive generative adversarial network (AI-
GAN), which not only has achieved good results of image rain
removal, but also has strong generalization capabilities, which
can be used for image/video encoding, action recognition and
person re-identification.
D. Semantic segmentation
In emerging autonomous systems, such as autonomous
driving and indoor navigation, scene understanding is required
by means of semantic segmentation. Semantic segmentation
is a pixel-level prediction method that can classify each
pixel into different categories corresponding to their labels,
such as airplanes, cars, traffic signs, or even backgrounds
[193]. In addition, instance segmentation combines semantic
segmentation and object detection to further distinguish object
categories in the scene [143]. Some traditional DL-based
methods without adversarial learning have been proposed and
have achieved good accuracy of semantic segmentation [13],
[144] and instance segmentation [143], [145]. In practice, such
annotations of pixel-level semantic information are usually
expensive to obtain. Considering that the semantic labels
of synthetic datasets are easy to obtain, it is helpful to
consider semantic segmentation on labeled synthetic datasets
and then transfer the results to real-world applications. Due
to the domain shift between synthetic datasets and real-world
images, it is worth exploring how to transfer the model trained
on synthetic datasets to real-world images. By considering
this point, adversarial learning is used to implement domain
adaptation to improve the transferability of the model. Like
other computer vision tasks in this review, the trend is now
moving from improving accuracy to enhancing transferability.
In this subsection, we focus on accuracy and transferability
to review semantic segmentation and instance segmentation
tasks, respectively.
Traditional DL-based semantic segmentation. Traditional
DL-based semantic segmentation algorithms are mainly based
on end-to-end convolutional network frameworks. To the
best of our knowledge, Long et al. [12] were the first to
train an end-to-end fully convolutional network (FCN) for
semantic segmentation. The main insight is to replace fully
connected layers with fully convolutional layers to output
spatial maps. In addition, they defined a skip architecture
to enhance the segmentation results. More importantly, the
framework is suitable for input images of arbitrary size and can
produce the correspondingly-sized output. This work is well-
recognized as a milestone for semantic segmentation using
DL. However, because the encoder network of this method
has a large number of trainable parameters, the overall size
of the network is large, which results in the difficulty to train
FCN. Badrinarayanan et al. [13] proposed SegNet, which has
significantly fewer trainable parameters and can be trained in
an end-to-end manner using SGD. SegNet is important in
that the decoder performs the non-linear upsampling using
the pooling index computed in the max-pooling step of the
corresponding encoder, which eliminates the need to learn
upsampling. Based on the encoder-decoder network of SegNet,
DeepLab uses multi-scale contextual information to enrich
semantic information. DeepLab proposed a series of semantic
segmentation methods, like DeepLabv3+ [194], that combines
a spatial pyramid pooling module and an encoder-decoder
structure for semantic segmentation. In addition, the depthwise
separable convolution is applied to both atrous spatial pyramid
pooling and the decoder module to make the encoder-decoder
network faster and stronger.
The accuracy of unsupervised semantic segmentation tasks
is usually worse than that of supervised methods, while su-
pervised semantic segmentation often requires a lot of manual
labeling, which is very costly. Note that a synthetic dataset
with computer simulation like Grand Thief Auto (GTA) [195]
can automatically label a large number of semantic tags,
which is very important to improve the accuracy of the
semantic segmentation model. However, due to the domain
shift between the synthetic dataset and the real-world scene,
it is necessary to consider domain adaptation in the semantic
segmentation task. In order to address the domain gap problem
and improve the transferability of the model, Hoffman et
al. [70] proposed a domain adaptation framework with FCN
for semantic segmentation, as shown in Fig. 5. This method
considers aligning both global and local features through some
specific adaptation techniques. This method makes full use
of the label information of the synthesized data set, and
successfully transfers the results from a synthetic dataset to the
real scene, in which a satisfactory semantic segmentation result
is achieved in practical applications. The same combination
of FCN with domain adaptation for semantic segmentation
was also presented in [144]. Zhang et al. [144] presented
fully convolutional adaptation networks (FCANs), which also
successfully explored domain adaptation for semantic segmen-
tation. The model combines appearance adaptation networks
and representation adaptation networks to synthesize images
for domain adaption at both the visual appearance-level and
the representation-level. Recent developments in semantic
segmentation also involved 3D semantic segmentation [196],
[197] and 3D instance segmentation [198].
Traditional DL-based instance segmentation. The more
challenging task is instance segmentation, which combines
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(a) CycleGAN semantic segmentation results; (b) Qualitative results on adaptation from cities in SYN-
THIA fall to cities in SYNTHIA winter;
(c) Multi-task.
Fig. 5: Generative adversarial networks for semantic segmentation and multi-task. (a). CycleGAN for semantic segmentation
[23]; (b). Qualitative results on adaptation from cities in SYNTHIA fall to cities in SYNTHIA winter [70]; (c). Multi-task
includes semantic segmentation (top row), depth prediction (middle row), to optical flow estimation (bottom row) [146].
both object detection and semantic segmentation [143]. Li
et al. [199] first proposed an end-to-end fully convolutional
method for instance-aware semantic segmentation. However,
the method produced spurious edges on overlapping instances.
He et al. [143] proposed Mask R-CNN, which is a classic
instance segmentation algorithm. Mask R-CNN is easy to train
and to generalize to other tasks, and performs breakthrough
results in instance segmentation, bounding-box object detec-
tion, and person keypoint detection. This method includes two
stages. The first stage proposes a candidate object bounding
box. In the second stage, the prediction class and the box offset
are in parallel, and the network outputs a binary mask for each
region of interest (RoI). Mask R-CNN implements instance
segmentation in a supervised manner, which is very expensive
to semantic labels. In view of this, Hu et al. [145] proposed a
solution to a large-scale instance segmentation by developing a
partially supervised learning paradigm, in which only a small
part of the training process had instance masks, and the rest
had box annotations. This method has demonstrated exciting
new research directions in large-scale instance segmentation.
GANs-based semantic segmentation. GANs are flexible
enough to reduce the differences between the segmentation
result and the ground truth, and further improve the accuracy
of the semantic segmentation results without manual label-
ing in some cases [200]. As for using GANs for semantic
segmentation tasks, the typical methods are Pix2Pix [33] and
CycleGAN [23]. The semantic segmentation result for Cycle-
GAN is shown in Fig. 5. There are several variants based on
Pix2Pix and CycleGAN, such as [73], [201], [202], etc. These
methods do not only achieve satisfactory results in image style
transfer, but also work well in semantic segmentation. Most of
the adversarial domain adaptive semantic segmentation meth-
ods for subsequent improvements of CycleGAN and Pix2Pix
improve the training stability and transferability by improving
loss functions or network layers. Hong et al. [38] proposed
a method based on cGAN for semantic segmentation. The
network integrated cGAN into the FCN framework to reduce
the gap between source and target domains. In practical tasks,
objects often appear in an occluded state, which brings great
challenges to the perception tasks of autonomous systems.
To solve this problem, Ehsani et al. [37] proposed SeGAN,
that jointly generated the appearance and segmentation mask
for invisible and visible regions of objects. Different from
global alignment strategies like CycleGAN, Luo et al. [147]
further considered a joint distribution at the category-level.
They proposed a category-level adversarial network (CLAN)
to enhance local semantic consistency in the case of global
feature alignment. Note that traditional semantic segmentation
methods may suffer from the unsatisfactory quality of image-
to-image conversion. Once the image-to-image conversion
fails, nothing can be done to obtain satisfactory results in the
subsequent stage of semantic segmentation. Li et al. [148]
tackled this problem by introducing a bidirectional learn-
ing framework with self-supervised learning, in which both
translation and segmentation adaption models can promote
each other in a closed loop. This segmentation adaptation
model was trained on both synthetic and real datasets, which
improved the segmentation performance of real data sets. In
addition, Erkent et al. [149] considered a method of semantic
segmentation adapted to different weather conditions, which
can achieve a satisfactory accuracy for semantic segmentation
without the need of labeling the weather conditions of the
source or target domain.
E. Depth estimation
Depth estimation is an important task to help autonomous
systems understanding the 3D geometry of environments at
high-level. A series of classical and learning-based methods
were proposed to estimate depth based on motion [203]
or stereo images [204], which is computationally expensive.
As widely known, due to the lack of complete scene 3D
information, estimating the depth from a single image is an
ill-posed task [150]. For monocular depth estimation tasks, a
series of traditional DL-based algorithms without adversarial
learning have been proposed to improve the accuracy of the
model. However, considering that it is expensive to collect
well-annotated datasets in depth estimation tasks, it is ap-
pealing to use adversarial learning methods, like GANs, to
achieve domain adaptation from synthetic datasets to real-
world images. In addition, the adaptive method is used to
improve the transferability of the model, so that the model
trained on the synthetic dataset can be well transferred to
the real-world images. Here, we will introduce traditional
DL-based depth estimation frameworks, as well as introduce
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methods to improve the transferability of depth estimation
models by introducing adversarial learning.
Traditional DL-based depth estimation. Traditional DL-
based depth estimation methods mainly focus on improv-
ing the accuracy of the results by using deep convolution
frameworks. Eigen et al. [14] first proposed using a neural
network to estimate depth from a single image in an end-to-
end manner, which pioneeringly showed that it is promising
for neural networks to estimate the depth from a single image.
This framework consists of two components: the first one
roughly estimated the global depth structure, and the second
one refined this global prediction using local information.
Considering the continuous property of the monocular depth
value, depth estimation is transformed into a learning problem
of continuous a conditional random field (CRF). Liu et al.
[150] presented a deep convolutional neural field model for
single monocular depth estimation, which combined deep
CNN and continuous CRF. This method achieved good results
on both indoor and outdoor datasets. In order to reduce the
dependence on the supervised signal and improve the trans-
ferability between different domains, unsupervised domain
adaptation methods were presented for depth estimation in
[205].
GANs-based depth estimation. For the depth estimation
task, it is too expensive to collect well-annotated image
datasets. An appealing alternative is to use the unsupervised
domain adaptation method via GANs to achieve domain adap-
tation from synthetic datasets to real-world images. Atapour-
Abarghouei et al. [24] took advantage of the adversarial
domain adaptation to train a depth estimation model in a
synthetic city environment and transferred it to the real scene.
The framework consists of two stages. At the first stage, a
depth estimation model is trained with the dataset captured
in the virtual environment. At the second stage, the proposed
method transfers synthetic style images into real-world ones
to reduce the domain discrepancy. Although this method
considers the transfer of synthetic city environment to the
real-world scene, it ignores the specific geometric structure
of the image in the target domain, which is important for
improving the accuracy of depth estimation. Motivated by
this problem, Zhao et al. [152] proposed a geometry-aware
symmetric domain adaptation network (GASDA), which pro-
duces high-quality results for both image style transfer and
depth estimation. GASDA is based on CycleGAN [23], which
performs translations for both synthetic-realistic and realistic-
synthetic simultaneously with a geometric consistency loss of
real stereo images. Zhao et al. [153] further considered high-
level domain transformation, that is, mixing a large number of
synthetic images with a small amount of real-world images.
They proposed the attend-remove-complete (ARC) method,
which learns to attend, remove and complete some challenging
regions. The ARC method can ultimately make good use of
synthetic data to generate accurate depth estimates.
Depth estimation via joint tasks learning. Each pixel in
one image usually contains surface normal orientation vector
information and semantic labels, and both surface normal,
semantic segmentation and depth estimation are related to the
geometry of objects, which makes it possible to train different
structured prediction tasks in a consistent manner. Eigen et al.
[15] developed a more general network for depth estimation
and applied it to other computer vision tasks, such as surface
normal estimation and per-pixel semantic labeling. Eigen et
al. used the same framework for depth estimation, surface
normal estimation and semantic segmentation at the same time,
which improved the framework of [14] by considering a third
scale at a higher resolution. To improve the transferability of
the model, Hwang et al. [151] proposed adversarial structure
matching (ASM), which trains a structured prediction network
through an adversarial process. This method achieved ideal
results on monocular depth estimation, semantic segmentation
and surface normal prediction. To improve accuracy, Chen et
al. [146] embedded the pixel-level domain adaptation into the
depth estimation task. Specifically, they proposed CrDoCo, a
pixel-level adversarial domain adaptive algorithm for dense
prediction tasks. The core idea of this method is that although
the image styles of two domains may be different during
the domain transfer process, the task predictions (e.g., depth
estimation) should be exactly the same. Since CrDoCo is a
pixel-level framework for dense prediction, it can be applied
to semantic segmentation, depth prediction, and optical flow
estimation, as shown in Fig. 5. Some other developments in
considering optical flow, camera pose and intrinsic parameters
from monocular video for depth estimation can be found in
[206]. By considering the intrinsic parameters of the camera
similar to [207], accurate depth information can be extracted
from any video.
F. Person re-ID
In recent years, pedestrian detection has been widely
taken into account in autonomous systems, especially for
autonomous driving and robot movement [209], [210]. A
similar while more difficult task than pedestrian detection,
person re-identification (re-ID), requires matching pedestrians
in disjoint camera views. At present, there are several learning-
based methods focusing on person re-ID [16], [17], [211].
However, these methods have poor transferability, that is, the
person re-ID models trained on one domain usually fail to
generalize well to another domain. Considering that Cycle-
GAN shows great results in transferability using unpaired
images, Deng et al. [40] introduced the similarity preserving
cycle-consistent generative adversarial network (SPGAN), an
unsupervised domain adaptation approach to generate samples
while do not only have the target domain style but also
preserve the underlying ID information. This method showed
that applying domain adaptation to person re-ID can achieve
competitive accuracy. Taking into account the data augmen-
tation of different cameras, Zhong et al. [154] introduced
the camera style (CamStyle) adaptation. CamStyle smooths
disparities in camera styles, transferring labeled training image
styles to each camera to augment the training set. CamStyle
helps to learn pedestrian descriptors through camera-invariant
property to improve re-ID experimental accuracy. The above
approaches, like SPGAN [40] and CamStyle [154], treated
the domain gap as a black box and attempted to solve it by
using a single style transformer. Liu et al. [155] proposed a
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Fig. 6: UAV navigation via DRL algorithm for indoor flying, which is entirely trained in a simulated 3D CAD model and
generalized to real indoor flight environment [208].
novel adaptive transfer network (ATNet), which investigates
the root causes of the domain gap. ATNet realizes the domain
transfer of person re-ID by decomposing complicated cross-
domain transfers and transferring features through sub-GANs
separately. Recently, Song et al. [212] theoretically analyzed
unsupervised domain adaptation re-ID tasks, which bridges the
gap between theories of unsupervised domain adaptation and
re-ID task. Recent developments in person re-ID also involved
considering occluded parts [213] and different visual factors
such as viewpoint, pose, illumination, and background [214].
G. Robot Navigation
Recently, robot navigation is a key and hot topic in au-
tonomous systems especially considering whether the trained
model can accurately learn the task feature or successfully
transfer the previous information to new tasks. A variety of
RL and meta-learning methods, such as DQN [215], LSTM
structure [216] and MAML [120], etc, can accurately or
transferably handle the changes arising from the environment
or task when using the previously trained model. As shown
in Table III, in robot and UAV navigation issues, RL methods
tend to focus on transferring tasks from simulation to real
world, while meta-learning methods usually have satisfactory
transferability on complex tasks by means of extracting or
memorizing previous training data in simulation.
RL-based robot navigation. In order to improve training
efficiency and accuracy, dividing a single task to several sub-
tasks and training them separately is a solution. Polvara et
al. [92] proposed two distinct DQNs, called double DQNs,
which were used to train two sub-tasks: landmark detection
and vertical landing, respectively. Due to the separate training
of each single task at the same time, training efficiency and
accuracy were improved to an extent. Moreover, training the
model with various auxiliary tasks, such as pixel control [217],
reward prediction [218] and value function replay [93], will
also help the robot adapting to the target faster and more
accurate.
In order to equip the model with a better transferability
when encountering a new situation, tasks features [52], [215]
and training policies [45] can be transferred to novel tasks
in the same domain or across domains. Parisotto et al. [52]
and Rusu et al. [53] transferred useful features among differ-
ent ATARI games and then the corresponding features were
utilized to train a new ATARI game in the same domain. In
addition, when dealing with the tasks whose trials in the real
world are usually time-consuming or expensive, the charac-
teristic of tasks can be transferred to cross-domain effectively.
Zhang et al. [215] put forward a shared DQN between tasks
in order to learn informative features of tasks, which can be
transferred from simulation to real world. Similarly, as shown
in Fig. 6, Sadeghi et al. [208] proposed a novel realistic
translation network, which transforms virtual image inputs into
real images with a similar scene structure. Moreover, policies
can be transferred from simulation to simulation. Similar to
[92], the primary training policy of [208] can be divided into
several secondary policies, which acquire certain behaviors.
Then these behaviors are combined to train the primary policy,
which helps to make the primary policy more transferable
across domains. Chen et al. [45] used AC networks to train
the secondary policies as well as the primary policy. In
navigation, the primary behavior learned by a high-degree-
freedom robot is to navigate straightly to the target with a
sample environment. Then Chen et al. randomized the non-
essential aspects of every secondary behavior, such as the
appearance, the positions and the number of obstacles in the
scene to improve generalization ability of the final policy.
Due to the sampling constraints of model-free RL methods
and transferring limit of model-based RL methods as men-
tioned in Section II, it is difficult to equip a model with good
transferability and sampling efficiency at the same time. An
easy way to handle this contradiction is to combine model-
free methods with model-based methods. Kahn et al. [46] used
a generalized computation graph to find the navigation poli-
cies from scratch by inserting specific instantiations between
model-free and model-based ones. Therefore, the algorithm
not only learns high-dimensional tasks but also has promising
sampling efficiency.
Meta-learning-based robot navigation. RL-based methods
tend to need sufficient training data in order to acquire
transferability. When a new task has insufficient data during
training and testing, meta-learning methods can also promote
the model to be more transferable across domains. Firstly,
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TABLE III: Summary of traditional RL/meta-learning methods for scenario-transfer tasks. (We classify the meta-learning
methods into several classes. “A” represents recurrent network. “B” represents metric network. “C” represents MAML. “D”
represents meta-imitation learning. “E” represents meta-RL. Similarly, we classify the RL methods into several classes. “F”
represents Fitted Q-iteration. “G” represents soft Q-learning. “H” represents DQN. “I” represents DDPG. “J” represents soft
AC. “K” represents A3C. “L” represents GPS. “M” represents asynchronous NAF (normalized advantage function) [219].
“N” represents PPO (proximal policy optimization) [220]. “O” represents TRPO (trust region policy optimization) [221]. “P”
represents DPP.)
Year Reference Task RL method Meta-learning method Simulation platform Practice platform
2016 Sadeghi et al. [208] UAV navigation F 3D CAD environment Parrot Bebop
2017 Tai et al. [222] Robot navigation I V-REP Kobuki based Turtlebot
2017 Zhang et al. [215] Robot navigation H Maze-like 3D environment Robotino
2017 Polvara et al. [92] UAV navigation H Gazebo Parrot AR Drone 2
2017 Zhu et al. [60] Robot navigation K B AI2-THOR SCITOS
2018 Banino et al. [223] Robot navigation K A Multi-room 2D environment None
2018 Faust et al. [21] Robot navigation I Simulated building plans Differential drive robot
2019 Zhu et al. [224] Robot navigation K A SUNCG Matterport3D
2019 Niroui et al. [225] Robot navigation K A Turtlebot Stage simulator Turtlebot
2019 Wortsman et al. [226] Robot navigation A, C, E AI2-THOR None
2019 Jabri et al. [227] Robot navigation E ViZDoom None
2019 Koch et al. [228] UAV navigation I, O, N GymFC None
2020 Gaudet et al. [229] UAV navigation E Mars and asteroid landing simualtion None
2015 Zhang et al. [230] Robotic manipulation H None Baxter arm
2016 Levine et al. [48] Robotic manipulation L MuJoCo PR2 robot
2017 Gu et al. [231] Robotic manipulation M MuJoCo 7-DoF arm
2017 Finn et al. [108] Robotic manipulation C, D MuJoCo 7-DoF PR2 arm
2018 Haarnoja et al. [232] Robotic manipulation G MuJoCo 7-DoF Sawyer arm
2018 Zhu et al. [233] Robotic manipulation N A MuJoCo Kinova Jaco robot arm
2018 Zeng et al. [94] Robotic manipulation H V-REP UR5 robot arm et al.
2018 Yu et al. [234] Robotic manipulation C, D MuJoCo 7-DoF PR2 arm et al.
2019 Yu et al. [235] Robotic Manipulation N, O, J C MuJoCo None
2019 Zeng et al. [236] Robotic manipulation B None Amazon Robotics Challenge
2019 Tsurumine et al. [237] Robotic manipulation P N DOF simulated manipulator 15-DoF humanoid robot
2020 Singh et al. [238] Robotic manipulation D Bullet physics engine None
recurrent models, like the LSTM structure, weaken the long-
term dependency of sequential data, which acts as an optimizer
to learn an optimization method for the gradient descent
models. Mirowski et al. [239] proposed a multi-city navigation
network with LSTM structure. The main task of the LSTM
structure was used to encode and encapsulate region-specific
features and structures in order to add multiple paths in each
city. After training in multiple cities, it was proved that the
network is sufficiently versatile. Moreover, metric learning can
be utilized to extract image information and generalize the
specific information, which is helpful in navigation. Zhu et al.
[60] combined siamese networks with AC networks to navigate
the robot to the target only with 3D images. A siamese network
captures and compares the special characteristics from the
observation image and target image. Then, the joint represen-
tation of images is kept in scene-specific layers. AC networks
use the features in scene-specific layers to generate policy and
value outputs in navigation. To sum up, the deep siamese AC
networks share parameters across different tasks and domains
so that the model can be generalized across targets and scenes.
Even if the models trained by the two meta-learning methods
above acquire both accuracy and transferability, when the
models encounter new cross-domain tasks, they also need a
plenty of data to be retrained. In order to fine-tune a new model
with few data, MAML is a good way of thought. In [59],
it was verified that MAML performs well in 2D navigation
and locomotion simulation, compared with traditional policy
gradient algorithms. It is shown that MAML could learn a
model that adapts much more quickly in a single gradient
update, while it continues to improve with additional updates
without overfitting. When the training process is unsupervised,
MAML is not applicable and needs to be adjusted, such as con-
structing a reward function during meta-training process [122]
and labeling data using clustering methods [240], etc. In [226],
Wortsman et al. proposed a self-adaptive visual navigation
(SAVN) method derived from MAML to learn adapting to new
environments without any supervision. Specifically, SAVN
optimizes two objective functions: self-supervised interaction
loss and navigation loss. During training, the interaction- and
navigation-gradients are back-propagated through the network,
and the parameters of the self-supervised loss are updated
at the end of each episode using navigation-gradients, which
is trained by MAML. During testing, the parameters of the
interaction loss remain fixed, while the rest of the network
is updated using interaction-gradients. Therefore, the model
equips the MAML methods with good transferability in a no
supervision environment.
H. Robotic Manipulation
In this section, we will focus on transferability in robotic
manipulation issues due to the practicality of robotic. RL
methods enable the robotic to transfer between different
environments and tasks by means of special inputs [241]
and reformed training networks [242], etc. Moreover, meta-
learning and imitation learning can be utilized to handle
difficult tasks with few or even one demonstration during meta
testing process in the same domain or across domains [108],
[234], in order to speed up the learning process and transfer
previous task features. In Table III, we summarize RL methods
and meta learning methods to handle domain-transfer robotic
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(a) Examples of reaching tasks; (b) Examples of placing, pushing and pick-and-place tasks.
Fig. 7: Demonstrations and robotic actions in simulation and real world. (a). Robot demonstrations used for meta-imitation
learning [23]; (b). Human and robot demonstrations used for meta-imitation learning with large domain shift [234].
manipulation problems. As for experiment platform, MuJoCo
(multi-joint dynamics with contact) [243] simulation platform
is popular because of its sufficient and realistic environmental
information. Moreover, compared with RL methods, meta-
learning is capable of training with fewer data and adapting
to new tasks faster to acquire the model transferability.
RL-based robotic manipulation. When considering im-
proving the transferability of robotic systems, synthetic data
as input [230] and separate networks in training [91] are
possible RL-based solutions. Synthetic inputs help to transfer
experience learned from different settings in simulation to real
world. Zhang et al. [230] were the first to learn controlling a
three-joint robot arm via DQN merely from raw-pixel images
without any prior knowledge. The robot arm reaches the
target in real world successfully, only when it takes synthetic
images that generated by the 2D simulator as inputs according
to real-time joint angles. Therefore, the input of synthetic
images inevitably offsets the gap between the simulation and
real world, thereby improving the transferability. Moreover,
when the data is limited and unable to be synthesized, DQN
can be divided into perception and control modules, which
are trained separately. Then, the perception skills and the
controller obtained from simulation will be transferable [91].
Similarly, DQN can also train several networks and combine
the experience learned together. Zeng et al. [94] used DQN to
jointly train two fully convolutional networks mapping from
visual observations to actions. The experience will transfer
between robot pushing and grasping processes, and thus
these synergies are learned. To make a comparison of some
popular RL methods focusing on generalization ability in
robotic manipulation, Quillen et al. [244] evaluated simulated
benchmark tasks, in which robot arms were used to grasp
random targets in comparison with some DRL algorithms,
such as double Q-learning (DQL), DDPG, path consistency
learning (PCL), Monte Carlo (MC) policy evaluation. In the
experiment, the trained robot arms coped with grasping unseen
targets. The results revealed that DQL performs better than
other algorithms in low-data regimes, and has a relatively
higher robustness to the choice of hyperparameters. When data
is becoming plentiful, MC policy evaluation achieves a slightly
better performance.
MAML-based robotic manipulation. However, in robotic
manipulation issues, traditional RL methods tend to need a
plenty of training data. Even if they can transfer to new
tasks or domains, they also have poor generalization ability
[231], [245]. MAML combined with imitation learning, is able
to utilize past experience across different tasks or domains,
which can learn a new skill from a very small number
of demonstration in various fields of application. Duan et
al. [61] let the robot arm demonstrate itself in simulation,
that is, the input and output samples were collected by the
robot arm itself. The inputs of the model are the position
information of each block rather than images or videos. They
first sampled a demonstration from one of the training tasks.
Then, they sampled another pair of observation and action
from a second demonstration of the same task. Consider-
ing both the first demonstration and second observation, the
network was trained to output the corresponding action. In
manipulation network, the soft attention structure allows the
model to generalize to conditions and tasks that are invisible in
training data. Then, Finn et al. [108] used visual inputs from
raw pixels as demonstration. The model requires data from
significantly fewer prior demonstrations in training and merely
one demonstration in testing to learn new skills effectively.
Moreover, it does not only perform well in simulation but
also works in real robotic system. MAML is modified to two-
head architecture, which means that the algorithm is flexible
for both learning to adapt policy parameters and learning the
expert demonstration. Therefore, the number of demonstra-
tions needed for an individual task is reduced by sharing the
data across tasks. Taking robot arm pushing as an example,
during the training process, the robot arm can see various
pushing demonstrations, which contain different objects and
each object may have different quality and friction, etc. In
the testing process, the robot arm needs to push the object
that has never seen during training. It needs to learn which
object to push and how to push it according to merely one
demonstration. As shown in Fig. 7, compared with [108], Yu
et al. [234] increased the difficulty of imitation learning, that
is, only using a single video demonstration from a human as
input and the robot arm needs to accomplish the same work as
[108] by domain-adaption. The authors put forward a domain-
adaptive meta-learning method that transfers the demonstration
data from human demonstrations to robot arm demonstrations.
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MAML was utilized to deal with the setting of learning
from video demonstrations of humans. Due to the clone of
behavior across the domain, the loss function also needs to be
reconstructed and TCN is used to construct the loss network in
MAML structure in the robotic domain. Specifically, the robot
arm will learn a set of initial parameters in the video domain,
then after one or a few steps of gradient descent on merely
one human demonstration, the robot arm is able to perform
the new task effectively. Recently, on the basis of [108], [238]
improved the one-shot imitation model by using additional
autonomously-collected data instead of manually collecting
data. It is novel that they put forward an embedding network
to distinguish whether two demo embeddings are close to
each other. By the use of metric learning, they compute the
Euclidean distance to find the distance between two videos. If
they are close, it is regarded that the demonstrations fall into
the same task. Therefore, the demonstrations from the same
task are viewed as autonomously-collected data that can be
used to be trained in different tasks.
IV. DISCUSSION
This review shows the powerful effects of traditional DL,
adversarial learning, RL and meta-learning on complex vi-
sual and control tasks in autonomous systems. In particular,
some traditional DL-based and RL-based methods may not
guarantee the accuracy when transferred to another domain,
however, adversarial learning and meta-learning are able to
treat accuracy and transferability well. Although adversarial
learning, like GANs, produce better, clearer, and more trans-
ferable results than other traditional DL-based methods; Meta-
learning methods or combining them with RL and imitation
learning methods tend to be equipped with an efficiency or
transferability or both of them. There are still important chal-
lenges and future works worth our attention. In this section,
we summarize some trends and challenges for autonomous
systems.
• GANs with good stability, quick convergence and
controllable mode. GANs employ the gradient descent
method to iterate the generator and discriminator to solve
the minimax game problem. In the game, the mutual
game between the generator and discriminator may cause
that model training unstable, difficult to converge, and
even mode collapses. Although there are some pre-
liminary studies aiming at improving these deficiencies
of GANs [246], [247], there is still much room for
improvement in terms of the modal diversity and real-
time performance. In addition, controlling the mode of
data enhancement is still an open question. How to
make the generated data mode controllable by controlling
additional conditions and keep the model stable, and to
achieve purposeful data enhancement, in particular for
the computer vision tasks in autonomous systems, is an
interesting direction in the future.
• GANs for complex multi-task. Although GANs have
achieved great results in some typical computer vision
tasks of autonomous systems, it still remains difficult
to consider the development of more complex multi-
task in the future. Since some visual tasks are often
related to each other, this phenomenon makes it possible
to seamlessly reuse supervision between related tasks
or solve different tasks in one system without adding
complexity [248]. For example, it is promising to consider
training a general-purpose network that can be used for
multi-task image restoration in a bad weather condition
with only fine-tuning, such as image rain removal, snow
removal, dehazing, seasonal change, light adjustment,
etc. In addition, in severe rain and fog weather, how to
perform image SR while removing rain/dehazing at the
same time is challenging. In short, the use of GANs for
more complex multi-task remains an open question, and
worth exploring.
• GANs for more challenging domain adaptation. In
autonomous systems, transferability is important for
computer vision tasks. Although some results introduce
GANs into domain adaption to improve domain transfer
[24], [249], there is still much room for development.
When considering more diverse domains, more differ-
entiated cross-domain, and cross-style domains, such as
road scenarios in different countries, the existing methods
often cannot guarantee good transferability among these
domains. However, GANs are promising to develop more
diverse domain adaptations by showing unprecedented
effectiveness in domain transfer. It is interesting to study
the further use of GANs for more differentiated cross-
domain transferability.
• RL for multi-modal, multi-task and multi-agent. Most
of RL methods in applications focus primarily on visual
input only. However, when considering information from
multiple models, such as voice, text, and video, agents
can better understand the scenes and the performance in
experiments will be more accurate and satisfactory [47],
[250]. Moreover, in multi-task RL models, the agent is
simultaneously trained on both auxiliary tasks and target
tasks [217], [218], so that the agent has the ability to
transfer experience between tasks. Furthermore, thanks to
the distributed nature of the multi-agent, multi-agent RL
can achieve learning efficiency from sharing experience,
such as communication, teaching and imitation, etc [251].
• Meta-learning for unsupervised tasks. Traditional
meta-learning, that is, supervised learning during training
and testing, in which both training data and testing data
are labelled. However, if we use the unlabeled training
data, in other words, there is no reward generated in
training, how can we also achieve better results on
specific tasks during testing? Leveraging unsupervised
embeddings to automatically construct tasks or losses for
unsupervised meta-learning is a solution [122], [226],
[240]. After that, the training tasks for meta-learning
are constructed. Therefore, meta-learning issues can be
transformed into a wider unsupervised application. It is
interesting to use unsupervised meta-learning methods in
more realistic task distributions so that the agent can
explore and adapt to new tasks more intelligently, and
the model can solve real-world tasks more effectively.
• The application performance of RL and meta-
learning. In order to deal with the differences between
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simulation environments and real scenes, the tasks or
the networks can be transferred successfully using RL
or meta-learning. Chances are that most of the existing
algorithms with a good performance in simulation cannot
perform as well in real world [252], which limits the ap-
plications of the models in simulation. Therefore, content-
rich and stable simulation frameworks, like physics en-
gines such as AI2-THOR (the house of interactions) [60],
MuJoCo [243], GymFC [228] or like synthetic data sets,
such as SUNCG [215] and like robot operating platforms,
such as V-REP (virtual robot experiment platform) [253]
will help to keep the learned information in more de-
tails and stable so that when transferred in real world,
the performance is possibly good [108], [234]. In the
future, more informative simulation environments and
more stable real platforms will shorten the gap between
simulation and real world, thereby making the model
more transferable and accurate. At that time, due to the
high similarity between simulation and real world plat-
forms, various high-complexity applications that trained
in simulation can be put into practice directly, such as
unmanned vehicle and high degree of freedom robotic,
etc.
V. CONCLUSION
In this review, we aim to contribute to the evolution of
autonomous systems by exploring the impacts of accuracy and
transferability on complex computer vision tasks and decision-
making problems. To this end, we mainly focus on basic chal-
lenging perception and decision-making tasks in autonomous
systems, such as image SR, image deblurring/dehazing/rain
removal, semantic segmentation, depth estimation, person re-
ID, robot navigation and robotic manipulation, etc. We intro-
duce some basic concepts and methods of transfer learning and
its special case domain adaptation. Then, we briefly discuss
three typical generative adversarial networks, including GAN,
cGAN, and CycleGAN. We also present some basic concepts
of RL, explain the idea of meta-learning, and discuss the rela-
tionship between adversarial learning, RL and meta-learning.
Additionally, we analyze some typical DL methods and focus
on the powerful performance of GANs in computer vision
tasks, discuss RL and meta-learning methods in robot control
tasks in both simulation and real-world. Moreover, we provide
summary tables of learning-based methods for different tasks
in autonomous systems, which include the supervision method,
loss function of models and experiment platforms in visual
and robot control tasks. Finally, we discuss main challenges
and future works from the aspects of perception and decision-
making of autonomous systems by considering the accuracy
and transferability.
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